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This Artist Crafts Victoriana Miniatures Out
of Her Own Hair
By Lilah Ramzi

A modern take on Victorian hairwork by Melanie Bilenker.Photo: Courtesy of Melanie Bilenker
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“I have a Victorian hair keeper that a very good friend gave me as a gift. It’s a little drum-shaped
box, maybe five inches in diameter, and there’s a tiny hole in the top. After you comb your hair,
you take your hair off the comb and stick it inside,” says the artist Melanie Bilenker. “Then when
I’m ready to work, I go through and sort it.”
“Work,” in this case, means the painstaking labor of arranging individual strands into artful compositions, just like our great, great grandmothers used to do, but Bilenker’s are not your granny’s
hairworks. She arranges her hair one by one, gluing each strand onto delicate Japanese tissue paper
before the compositions are framed in lockets or miniatures. Her graphic art pieces are contemporary in aesthetic, the strands resembling pencil markings. Bilenker’s striking creations will be on
display in a solo exhibition entitled HomeWork, opening this Saturday at the Sienna Patti Contemporary Gallery in Lennox, Massachusetts.
Though uncommon today, hairwork has a lengthy history. While the practice predates the Victorian era by centuries, it hit a fever pitch during Queen Victoria’s England, where mourning required a dedicated wardrobe, including, often, mementos of the deceased constructed from their
hair. After the passing of her beloved Prince Albert, the queen famously entered into a state of
mourning that lasted the rest of her life, dressing in jet-black and looping around her neck jewelry
that contained the late prince’s hair.

Melanie Bilenker at work arranging strands of her own hair.Video: Courtesy of Melanie Bilenker. Song: Courtesy of
Julia Holter. In the Same Room, Ekstasis ©2012 RVNG Intl.
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Hair, unlike other natural materials, does not decay over time, making it a surprisingly resilient
fiber that can be braided, woven, and arranged into jewelry, wreaths, and more. For the Victorians,
it was a pastime indicative of a comfortable life spent at home; one that displayed craftiness but
also kept bourgeois housewives busy. Popular creations included elaborate wreaths that swirled
with strands of hair or sailor-like knots of strands. Often signs of mourning, the creations could
also be sweet indications of devotion, constructed with hair from spouses, family, and friends.
Bilenker’s work is not a token for the departed but a depiction of lived intimacy. In her works, she
presents moments of domestic life, downsizing them into miniatures or framing them inside lockets. Her pieces feature highly mundane moments—an arm cracks an egg over a skillet, a woman
kneels by her bathtub with a scrubbing brush—and scenes evocative of some of the lesser-publicized hours we all live. Bilenker serves as the model, documenting her household activities and
then immortalizing them with her own locks. “I enjoy what hair brings to the work—when you’re
working with materials that aren’t fresh, they have their own history.”

The miniatures on view in Melanie Bilenker's exhibition "HomeWork," all feature scenes from domestic life.Photos:
Courtesy of Melanie Bilenker

Born in Staten Island, Bilenker grew up between New York and New Jersey before relocating to
Pennsylvania. She attended the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, studying craft, jewelry, and
metal-smithing. The artist cites her father’s amateur photography as one of her first encounters
with image-making, and recalls how, as a child, she would play with vintage plastic viewfinders.
Her fascination with the potential of two-dimensional works is one that remains. (In her new show,
Bilenker plays with the viewfinder’s Victorian predecessor, the stereoscope, and another relic of
the 19th century, the tunnel book.)
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The artist completed an entire series of tiny buttons with eyes. Photo: Courtesy of Melanie Bilenker

Somewhat ironically, the object most seminal to Bilenker’s work with hair art is one that would
have surely sent a Victorian to her fainting couch. It was created by American sculptor Tom Friedman in 1990: an ordinary bar of soap, festooned with a spiral of his own pubic hair. “I kind of
loved the irreverence of it,” Bilenker says, “in terms of the materials, but also the devotional aspect
of spending the time to make this really perfect, incredible spiral in the surface.”
Bilenker also cites the works of Impressionist painter Mary Cassatt as highly influential to her:
“one of the things that I really find interesting is that she was forced to work at home.” As a female
painter, she didn’t enjoy the same entitlements afforded to her male counterparts. “She couldn’t
paint in the dance halls and the cafes, and so she painted these interior scenes that are so private
and so intimate. We get a very interior view into the life of the women around her, all the ordinary
things that they would be doing during the day.”
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Melanie Bilenker's studio in the basement of her Philadelphia home.Photo: Courtesy of Melanie Bilenker

For Bilenker too it’s all about the domestic sphere. Prompted by the pandemic, Bilenker relocated
her studio to the bedroom she shares with her husband and the basement of her house in Philadelphia. But, as she explains, her works, which all begin with a photo, have always displayed scenes
within her own domestic sphere. “I taped my camera to the ceiling,” she says, recalling the photos
required for her series of a bird’s-eye view of her bed. “All the different things that happen throughout the day, sleeping, making the bed, folding the laundry on the bed, having tea.” For Bilenker,
hairwork is intimate, and what is more intimate than our unvarnished realities?
HomeWorks is on view at the Sienna Patti Contemporary Gallery January 9 through February
11.
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